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In To·spaces metrizabil it y can be characte rized in terms of mutual convergence of "neighboring 
sequences." In thi s paper Nagata spaces are characte rized in te rms of a convergence property of 
ne ighborin g sequ ences and more generall y it is shown that in all s tratifiable spaces, neighboring 
sequences sati s fy a s imila r convergence property. 
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A n open neighborhood assignment (O NA) is defin ed in [4]' as a function 

V :X X Z ~ {N(x) :XEX} 

such that XEV(X, n) == Vn(x) where X is a topological s pace, Z is the se t of natural numbers and 
N(x) is the collection of ope n neighborhoods of x. If V is an ONA the n the seque nce hIt} is U
linked to {Yn} if XnEU,,(Yn) for all n . Us ing the notation Cp{x,,} for the set of cluster points of 
{Xn} a space will be called coconvergent (contraconvergent) if CP{Xn} C Cp{y,,} (Cp{y,,} C 

Cp{x,,}) whenever {Yn} is V-link ed to {XII}. If on X the re is an ONA V sati sfying some property 
P I shall say "X is P" or "V is P. " Also, V will be said to be nested if V,,+, (x) C V n(X) for all 
x and n. 

It was proved in [4] : 
THEOREM 1: X is metrizab le iff it is a coconvergent , contraconvergent To-space. 
A lso, examples of a T2 , coconvergent space and a T2 , contraconvergent space, neither of which 

are metrizable were given in [4]. Coconvergence implies first countability whereas nonfirst countable 
contraconvergent spaces exist. 

R. W. Heath in [3] proved : 
THEOREM 2: A 'ft-space X is a Nagata space Uirst countable and stratifiable) ifJthere is an 

DNA U on X such that (a) U is first countable and (b) for every XEX and open set R containing 
XEX there is an nEZ such that Un(x) n Un(y) implies YER. 

(Note: Condition (a) is implied by (b): If XEX and REN(x) such that for all n there is a 
YnEUn(x) - R, then Un(x) n Un(Yn) 01= O. It follows from (b) there is a YkERfor some k contradicting 
the way the Yn were chosen.) 

PROPOSITION 3: A T,-space X is a Nagata space ifJit is first countable and contraconvergent. 
PROOF: Le t V be an ONA on X satisfying the conditions of Theorem 2. Without loss of 

generality we may take U to be nested. Let {Yn } be V-linked to {Xn} with YECp {Yn} . Given an 
R EN (y) and NEZ there is an n, > N such that V n I (y) cR. Also, since V is neste d there is an 
n2 > n, such that if x satisfies Un,(x ) n Vn,(y) 01= 0 then xER. Finally, there is a k > n2 s uch 
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that YkEVn2(y) C Vn, (y). Since {yn} is V-linked to {Xn}, y".EVdxd n V n2 (y)5 C V n2 (xd n 
V 1l2(Y)' It now follows from k > N YECp {x,J and that V is contraconvergent. 

Conversely, without loss of generality it may be assumed there is an ONA V on X which 
is contraconvergent and first countable. If V does not satisfy the condition of Theorem 2, then for 
some x and REN(x) there are sequences {Xn} and {Yn} such that XnEVn (x) n Vn(Yn) and 
Ynf.R for all n. It follows from the first countability and contraconvergence of V that XECP{Yn} 
which is a contradiction. 

COROLLARY 4: A To-space is metrizable iff it is co convergent and stratifiable. 
Coconvergent spaces are those included in the class of spaces in which compact sets have 

countable local bases (Do-spaces) [5]. The set of all ordinals less than or equal to the first uncountable 
ordinal, with the order topology is an example of a Do-space which is not coconvergent. It was shown 
in [5] that spaces in which the stratifications of open sets satisfy a certain monotone condition, 
"coconl/rgent" can be replaced by "Do" in Corollary 4. 

If X is stratifiable, I will use: Rn , (X - F)n and [U .(x)]n to denote the nth layers of stratifica-
. tions of the open sets R, X - F and Uk (X) respectively and more generally, A - for the closure of 

A. Without loss of generality I shall assume Rn C Rn+l for any open R. It will be shown that if 
X is stratifiable that the ONA U defined by Un(x) = X - (X - xn)- satisfies a condition similar to 
that defining contraconvergent spaces. The ONA U will be referred to as the ONA associated with 
the given stratification. 

DEFINITION 5: An ONA U on X satisfies property A if whenever {Yn} is U-linked to {xn} 
and YECP{Yn} then for any NEZ there is a k > N such that XkEUN(y). 

PROPOSITION 6: A TI-space is a Nagata space iff there is a first countable ONA, U on X 
satisfying property A. 

PROOF: If X is a Nagata space, by Proposition 3 there is an ONA, V which is first countable 
and contraconvergent. If {yn} is V-linked to {x n} and YECP{Yn} then YECP{Xn} and it follows 
that V satisfies condition A. 

Let V be a first countable ONA satisfying condition A. If {Yn} is V-linked to {Xn} with 
YECP{Yn} and if N1EZ and REN(y) then there is an N2 > Nl and by property A a k > N2 such 
that XkEV N2(Y) C R proving YECp {Xn} and that V is contraconvergent. By Proposition 3, X is 
a Nagata space. 

PROPOSITION 7: Let X be a stratifiable space. Then the ONA U associated with a given 
stratification satisfies property ' A. 

PROOF: It follows from Rn C Rn+l for any open R that V is nested. If V does not satisfy 
property A, then there exist a {Yn} V-linked to {x n}, a YECP{Yn} and an NEZ such that for all 
k > N, xkiVN(y). Hence F == {Xk: k > N} - eX - VN(y). For all nEZ, [VN(Y) ]n c (X - F)n. Also, 
for all k > N, XkEF and for all nEZ, (X - F)it C (X - Xk)," Hence for all k > N and nEZ, Vn(Xk) C 

X- (X-F)it. Since YEVN(y), it follows YE[VN(Y)]M for some M. Therefore there is an fEZ 
with r > max (N, M) such thatYrE[VN(y) ]M. On the other hand we haveYrEVr(xr) C VM(x r ) C 

X- (X-F)M C X- [VN(Y) ]M which is a contradiction. 
In the next proposition I use Ceder's result [2] that locally compact M3 ( == stratifiable) spaces 

are metrizable. 
PROPOSITION 8: A locally compact space is metrizable iff it is contraconvergent and Hausdorff. 
PROOF: Let V be a contraconvergent ONA on X and for each x let C(x) be a neighborhood 

of x whose closure is compact. Also for each x and n let V n' (x) = Vn(x) n C(x). Suppose 
REN(x) and for all n there is a YnEVn' (x) - R. Then there is a yE[C(x)] - n CP{Yn}. It follows 
that Y = x which is a contradiction. Hence V' is first countable and by Proposition 3 and Ceder's 
result, X is metrizable. 

The converse is immediate from Theorem 1. 
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